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Glomus tumour is a rare benign neoplasm. Majority of the reported cases have been
located on the upper limb. They account for approximately 1-5% of all hand tumors.1
They are more common in adult females between 30 and 50 years of age and occur
spontaneously. They are small sized tumours ranging from 0.5 cm to 1 cm2.
Glomus tumours present most commonly as a solitary tumour. But, less commonly
they may present as multiple painful glomus tumours or multiple painless tumours3,4.
A very rare presentation is plaque like lesions5.
The solitary tumours are most commonly present at the summits of the digits3,
particularly in the subungual area but, it can also occur at other sites in the upper limb
or lower limb including bone and nerve.6,7 Multiple tumour variants tend to occur in
non-subungual areas and present at an earlier age.
The tumour arises from glomus bodies which are found in large numbers in the
extremities particularly in the fingers and palms, and to a lesser extent in the trunk.
Extra-digital glomus tumours have also been reported, though the incidences are
rare7.
They result from hyperplasia of one of the component cells of glomus body. Glomus
body (glomus apparatus) was first described by Masson in 1924.2 It is composed of
an afferent arteriole, an efferent venule, a vascular anastomosis (the Sucquet-Hoyer
canal) without any capillary network.3 The pre-glomic arteriole receives rich

sympathetic supply and are concerned with the regulation of skin temperature.
(Figure-1)

Figure1-Pictoral representation of glomus body

Clinical FeaturesGlomus tumours usually present as a classic triad-1-3,6
-

Severe (Excruciating paroxysmal) pain

-

Point tenderness(100%)3

-

Cold sensitivity(63%)3

Other features-

Nail deformity(47%)2

-

Bluish discoloration of nail(43%)2

-

Palpable nodule(14%)2

DIAGNOSIS
Diagnosis of glomus tumours is primarily clinical. A high degree of suspicion for long
standing pain aggravated by various clinical tests described below helps in arriving at
a diagnosis. Localization is assisted by clinical examination and radiological
investigations. Biopsy of the excised tumour can give confirmatory diagnosis.
1. Love’s pin Test (1944)8
Love’s test refers to localized severe tenderness elicited on application of a pinhead,
ballpoint pen, paper clip or any similar sharp object on the skin or nail overlying the
tumor and relief of pain on removal of pressure. This test has a sensitivity of 100%,
but specificity is variable with some authors even reporting it as 0%.9
2. The cold-sensitivity test
On immersing the hand in cold water, the patient has severe pain in and around the
lesion. This test has been reported to have a sensitivity and a specificity of 100%.9
3. Joseph Posner test10
Described in 1983 as an alternative to cold sensitivity test. It is a provocative test which
involves spraying of ethyl chloride over the suspected part. This leads to a brief, sharp,
excruciating pain. It has the advantage over the cold sensitivity test because it can be
limited to a small area.
4. Hildreth’s test (1970)
This test is performed by elevating the patients’ arm to exsanguinate it. A tourniquet
is inflated to 250 mm Hg and the tumor is palpated, the pain and tenderness should
be reduced. A positive test is indicated by sudden onset of pain and tenderness in the
area of the tumor on releasing the cuff. This test has a sensitivity of between 77.4% 92% and a specificity between 91% - 100%.11 It has a positive predictive value of 92%
and negative predictive value of 91%.
5. The Trans illumination testThe transillumination test is done in a darkened room by passing light through the
finger pad. An opaque red image is noted in the region of the tumor that allows

estimation of its size. This test has a sensitivity of 23% to 38% and a specificity of
90%.12
Radiological Tests
Various radiological modalities are used in detecting the glomus tumours, these
include- X-ray, USG, and MRI.
1. X-rays – May show erosion or thinning of the underlying bones, especially when the
tumors are bigger. However, it is seen only in 30% to 60% of cases.
2. USG - It can also be used to preoperatively localize the glomus tumor, but it is of
limited value in small tumors.13 This test is very subjective and, the diagnosis is more
dependent on the expertise of the sonologist owing to the small size of the tumour.
3. MRI - The most useful for preoperative localization of the glomus tumor. It can
detect tumors as small as 2 millimetre. The tumour appears hypo intense (Figure-2)
on T1 and hyper intense on T2 images and enhances markedly on administration of
contrast. Characteristic of a glomus tumour is a nidus appearance with a high signal
central dot (Figure-3) surrounded by a zone of less signal intensity.14
The MRI has a sensitivity of 90%, specificity of 50%, positive predictive value of 97%
and a negative predictive value of 20%.14
However, few authors disagree and consider it as a valuable investigation in the
diagnosis and localization of the tumours.15.16

Figure 2 - Right great toe subungual glomus tumour (Hypo intense T1 image)

Figure 3 – Right middle finger subungual glomus tumour (Hyper intense T2 image)

Differential DiagnosisGlomus tumour can be confused with chronic paronychia, neuroma, angioma,
vascular

myoma,

melanoma,

eccrine

spiradenoma,

radiculitis,

cavernous

haemangioma, arthritis, subungual exostosis, nodular hidradenoma, subungual wart,
fibroma etc.
Histopathological finding
Biopsy of the excised lesion is confirmatory of the diagnosis. It shows presence of
multiple layers of large epithelioid glomus cells with presence of myelinated and nonmyelinated nerve fibres.
TreatmentThe mainstay of the treatment is surgical removal of the tumor by transungual or
periungual approach. The transungual approach has better access to the lesion and

helps in complete removal of the tumour. It is also helpful in instances where the
tumour has not been preoperatively localized.
Surgical TechniqueSurgical procedure is performed under tourniquet control (either using a tourniquet at
the base of the finger with local block anaesthetic or an arm/forearm tourniquet with
general anaesthesia.
Transungual Approach – This is a standard approach. First, the nail plate is removed
using a Freer elevator and the nail bed is incised longitudinally over the tumor region
with a number 15 blade. With the tip of the blade, the nail matrix is separated from
the gelatinous-appearing tumour mass and then tumour is excised. After excision,
distal phalanx bone is scraped to ensure complete removal. Haemostasis is secured
and the nail bed is repaired using 5-0 rapid vicryl. Following nail bed repair, nail plate
is placed back into the eponychial fold to act as a protective shield. A few punctures
are made on the nail plate to allow for any collection to escape. Use of magnification
improves the clearance of tumour, reduces the chance of recurrence and chances of
nail deformity by ensuring good repair of the nail bed. (Figure-4 A-D)

Figure -4 A) Elevation of the nail from nail bed. B) Longitudinal incision on the nailbed
for access to the tumour. C) Dissection and retrieval of the tumour. D) Repair of the
nail Bed.
Lateral Approach - lateral incision allows exposure to the dorsal distal phalanx without
violating the nail matrix, thereby cutting down the risk of postoperative nail deformity.
The lateral approach, however, affords a much narrow view of the tumor bed with a
higher chance of incomplete excision compared with the transungual approach.
Complications1. Nail deformity – Possibility is more in the transungual approach, rather than in the
lateral. It occurs due to damage to the nail matrix.
2. Recurrence3 - May occur in up to 20%-33% of cases. Recurrence is thought to be
a consequence of incomplete excision, if it is noticed early within weeks or months,
but in the event of late recurrence, development of a new lesion at or around the
excision site may be the cause.17
Malignant Variant
Glomangiosarcoma18 is a rare malignant variant of the glomus tumor. It present as a
painful nodule located in the subcutaneous tissue. This tumor is considered a lowgrade malignant tumor with a propensity for local recurrence, although metastasis has
been described. Treatment consists of complete local excision and close
surveillance.19

Conclusion
Glomus tumours are rare tumours. Patients typically complain of long standing pain in
the finger tips. Although diagnosis is fairly straightforward and mostly clinical, it is not
unusual to miss the diagnosis. A high degree of suspicion combined with clinical
examinations and radiological investigations helps reaching the diagnosis and surgical
excision is the only valid treatment20.
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